Multiple alignment is a core problem in computational biology that has received much attention over the years, both in the line of heuristics and hardness results. In most expositions of the problem it is referred to as NP-hard and references are given to one of the available hardness results. However, previous to this paper not even the most elementary variation of the problem, multiple alignment under the unit metric, had been proved hard. The aim of this paper is to settle the NP-hardness of the most common variations of multiple alignment. The following variations are shown NP-hard for all metrics over binary or larger alphabets: Multiple Alignment with SP-score, Star Alignment, and Tree Alignment (for a given phylogeny). In addition, NP-hardness results are provided for Consensus Patterns and Substring Parsimony.
INTRODUCTION M
ost mutational events in a genome are local point mutations that edit the DNA sequences by substitutions, insertions, and deletions, of single nucleotides. These events directly change biological features by effecting gene products and gene expression. Similarity between DNA sequences is therefore a good indicator of evolutionary origin and conservation of essential biological features.
An alignment of sequences is a matrix with one sequence in each row. The aim is to position homologous nucleotides in the same column, with gaps representing insertions and deletions. An important question is how to score the different mutational events. In the most elementary setting, the goal is to find an alignment of two sequences containing the least number of mismatching nucleotides. This type of alignment explains the least number of mutations needed to transform one sequences into the other, a.k.a., the edit distance. Although elementary, the edit distance does not capture the biological reality that insertions and deletions are less frequent than substitutions. Therefore, there are other functions for scoring columns that more accurately model the mutational distance between nucleotides. As with all distances, it is desirable to restrict the symbol distance to a metric. That is, the properties of identity, symmetry, and triangle inequality should hold for the distances between symbols in the alphabet. The metric by which the edit distance is found is known as the unit metric.
When sequence similarity is weak it may be difficult to capture the true evolutionary events with a pairwise alignment. This is because there is not enough information available to make a good assessment from only two related sequences. Therefore, more related sequences are included in the alignment in what Department of Numerical Analysis and Computer Science, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden.
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is naturally referred to as a multiple alignment. In addition to being more accurate, multiple alignments are also much more informative than pairwise alignments. Moreover, multiple alignment is a prerequisite to many computational problems in which several related sequences are investigated, such as phylogeny, protein structure prediction, and localization of regulatory sequences.
For a multiple alignment it is not apparent what scoring function to use for columns. Over the years many schemes have been suggested and in this paper we focus on the most common variations: the SP-score (sum-of-pairs score), Star Alignment, and Tree Alignment (for a given phylogeny). These schemes have in common that they depend on a symbol distance, but they differ in how the pairwise distances in a column are combined to give a total score for the column. Moreover, as we will see, they are NP-hard to compute for all metric symbol distances.
In the seminal work of Wang and Jiang (1994) , a short NP-hardness proof was provided for the SPscore under a non-metric symbol distance over a four-symbol alphabet. This result was then improved by Bonizzoni and Vedova (2001) , who showed that the problem is NP-hard for the binary alphabet and a specific metric. The result was extended further by Just (2001) to cover many metrics and it was also proved APX-complete under some non-metrics. However, all metrics were not covered and in particular not the unit metric. We build on some of the ideas developed by Bonizzoni and Vedova to show that the problem is intractable for all metrics over binary or larger alphabets.
In Wang and Jiang (1994) , Star Alignment was proved to be APX-complete over a seven-symbol alphabet, however the symbol distance did not have the property of identity nor that of triangle inequality. Li et al. (1999) gave a PTAS and an NP-hardness result under the unit metric for a version of Star Alignment in which there was a restriction on the number of gaps. Moreover, in Sim and Park (1999) the problem was proved NP-hard for a six-symbol metric. Wang and Jiang also proved that Tree Alignment is NP-hard for a specific metric over a four-symbol alphabet. Later in two companion papers Wang et al. (1996 Wang et al. ( , 2001 ) gave a couple of nice PTASs working for all metrics. In this paper, both problems are proved intractable for all metrics over binary or larger alphabets, thereby settling the complexity 1 of Tree Alignment.
It should be noted that in this paper, alignments are defined in a minimalistic setting. However, there are variations in which the aim is to maximize similarity. Although we do not approach this subject further, it should be mentioned that our reductions can be modified to prove NP-hardness also for the most elementary similarity score. Moreover, it should be noted that multiple alignment over the unary alphabet can be solved in polynomial time.
Gene expression is regulated by transcription factors that bind to short regions on the DNA helix, known as regulatory elements. Since the regions are short, insertions and deletions easily disrupt the binding ability of the transcription factors. Therefore, in gene regulation studies, it is of interest to find conserved regions (not allowing insertions and deletions) that are common to a set of sequence. Consensus Patterns and Substring Parsimony are natural formalizations of the problem of finding the most conserved region in a star and a phylogeny. These problems were first studied in Pevzner and Sze (2000) , Buhler and Tompa (2002) , and Blanchette et al. (2002) . While our NP-hardness result for Substring Parsimony is new, Consensus Patterns has earlier been proved NP-hard (Akutsu, 1998; Blanchette et al., 2002) and W[1]-hard in Fellows et al. (2002) . Nonetheless, since the construction is similar to that of Star Alignment, both proofs are given.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, Multiple Alignment with SPscore is shown NP-hard. Thereafter, in Section 3, a reduction is given for Star Alignment. In Section 4, the latter reduction is extended to prove that also Tree Alignment is NP-hard. Finally, in Section 5, the NP-hardness proofs of Consensus Patterns and Substring Parsimony are given.
MULTIPLE ALIGNMENT WITH SP-SCORE IS NP-HARD
In this paper, strings are sequences from the binary alphabet = {0, 1}. A pairwise alignment of strings s 1 and s 2 is a 2 × l matrix A, where row one and two contain s 1 and s 2 interleaved by spaces, respectively. 
, where r 1 and r 2 are the rows in A. We call the least such cost, denoted d(s 1 , s 2 ), the evolutionary distance.
The most simple of metrics, the unit metric, is the metric in which all non-zero distances are exactly 1. The cost of the minimum pairwise alignment under the unit metric is also referred to as the edit distance for strings. The edit distance is simply the minimum number of edit operations (substitutions, insertions, and deletions) needed to transform one of the strings into the other.
A multiple alignment of strings s 1 , . . . , s k is a k × l matrix A where row i contains string s i interleaved by spaces. One common way of scoring a multiple alignment is by summing all pairwise distances as
Multiple Alignment with SP-score is the problem of finding an alignment minimizing this score. Here it is proved that Multiple Alignment with SP-score is NP-hard for all metrics over the binary alphabet.
Reduction from independent set in 3-regular graphs
Let G = (V , E) be a 3-regular graph with n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges, further let c be a positive integer. As is shown in Elias (2003) it is NP-hard to decide if G has an independent set of size c. Our reduction constructs a set of strings S and a score K such that G has an independent set of size c if and only if the strings in S can be aligned with cost at most K.
The reduction depends on the metric µ and in addition the metric properties we assume, w.l.o.g., that µ 0,− ≤ µ 1,− and that 1 ≤ µ 0,1 , µ 0,− , where µ x,y is the distance between symbol x and y. We define
The set S consists of three types of strings: template-strings T , pick-strings P, and edge-strings E. The template-strings and pick-strings occur in very large numbers: |T | = b 2 and |P| = b. Moreover, all of them are identical and defined as ∀t ∈ T t = (10 b ) n−1 1 and ∀p ∈ P p = 1 c .
There are only m edge-strings and each edge-string represents an edge in the graph. The string for the edge (v i , v j ) is defined as
i.e., if edge-strings are s symbols longer than template-strings. Since the template-and pick-strings are identical they are also necessarily aligned identically in any optimal alignment. Moreover, as we will see shortly, since there are many of them every optimal alignment is in a special canonical structure seen in Figure 1 . In this structure, the 1s from the template-strings are aligned in special vertex columns; the idea is that the ith such column plays the role of vertex v i in the graph. Moreover, since these vertex columns are the only columns with a large number of 1s the 1s from the pick-strings are necessarily aligned in these columns (in every optimal alignment). Thus c of the vertex columns are picked and this will represent the vertices in the independent set.
The 1s from the pick-strings are aligned in the vertex columns. But which c vertex columns depend on how the edge-strings are aligned. Each edge-string has two 1s, e.g., e ij has one close to vertex position i and one close to vertex position j . The distance between these two 1s have been chosen such that only one of them can end up in its associated vertex column. Therefore, since the graph is 3-regular, there are only three edge-strings which can have 1s in each vertex column. The idea is that if a vertex column has three 1s then this will be one of the columns picked by the pick strings. In Figure 1 only column v 2 has three 1s and this is the column picked by the pick strings.
We formally define a canonical alignment to be an alignment in which;
1. The template-strings are aligned identically. 2. The pick-strings are aligned identically and their 1s are in vertex columns. 3. Each edge-string is aligned with the template-strings such that s of its first or last 0s are matched with spaces and the rest with symbols of the template-strings.
2.1.1. The score of a canonical alignment. Now that we have defined the strings in the reduction we need to find an appropriate value for K. If we use d(T , P) to denote the sum of pairwise distances between rows in T and P, i.e., d(T , P) = t∈T p∈P d(t, p), then the total cost of an alignment is given by
Therefore, we need to choose K such that All 0s and n − c 1s are matched with spaces for each pair of template-and pick-strings. A3. d(T , E) ≥ (sµ 0,− + nµ 0,1 )b 2 m is the sum of minimum pairwise costs and also the cost in any canonical alignment. One of the two 1s in each edge-string is aligned in its associated vertex column. Therefore, s 0s are matched with spaces and n 1s are matched with 0s for each pair of template-and edge-string.
A4. d(P, P) = 0 in any optimal alignment and in any canonical alignment.
is a lower bound for canonical alignments. The first parenthesis describes the cost in which all c 1s from the pick-strings match 0s in the edge-strings. The second parenthesis corrects for the case in which the c 1s of the pick-strings match three 1s in the edge-strings, i.e., when the 3-regular graph has an independent set of size c. Therefore, if there is an independent set of size c then there is a canonical alignment for which equality holds. A6. 1 2 d(E, E) < (2sµ 0,− + 4µ 0,1 )m 2 < 2s 2 m 2 in any canonical alignment. In a canonical alignment at most 2s 0s are matched with spaces and at most 4 1s are matched with 0s for each pair of edge-strings.
Summing the six bounds together, we get the appropriate value for K. There are a couple of things to notice: (1) A1-A4 and A6 are achieved by all canonical alignments and (2) equality in A5 is achieved only by canonical alignments describing an independent set of size c. Thus if there is an independent set of size c then there is an alignment of cost ≤ K.
Correctness of the reduction.

Theorem 2.1. Multiple Alignment with SP-score is NP-hard for all metrics.
Proof. We just saw that if there is an independent set of size c then there is an alignment of cost K. Below the opposite is proved; we assume that no independent set of size c exists and show that all alignments have score > K.
First let us consider canonical alignments. Since no independent set of size c exists, there is at least one column, selected by the pick-strings, which does not contain three 1s from the edge-strings. Thus, the cost of
i.e., at least one of the selected vertex columns has only two 1s. Moreover, since 1 2 d(E, E) < 2s 2 m 2 the score of the alignment can not be better than
meaning that there is no canonical alignment of cost K. Now consider a non-canonical optimal alignment of cost ≤ K. According to the observations, the equalities in A1, A2, and A4 hold in all optimal alignments, meaning that only edge-strings can be aligned non-canonically. Moreover, unless every selected column has three 1s from the edge-strings or at least one column has > 3 1s the cost of d(P, E) is at least b(µ 0,1 + µ 1,− − µ 0,− ) more than in the lower bound of A5. Since the bound in A6 is 2s 2 m 2 < b, the non-canonical alignment has to have an edge-string e ij which (1) either is aligned such that both of its 1s are in their associated vertex columns or (2) such that one of the 1s is in a vertex column k = i, j . We assume that the edge-string e ij is aligned non-canonically and consider the difference in d(P, e ij ), d(E, e ij ), and d(T , e ij ) compared to if it was aligned canonically.
The optimal way of aligning an edge-string with a pick-string is such that both 1s in the edge-string match 1s in the pick-string. In a canonical alignment, on the other hand, the 1s in the pick string may match 0s in the edge-string. Therefore, the total cost of d(P, e ij ) can be at most D 1 = 2(µ 0,1 + µ 1,− − µ 0,− )b less in the non-canonical alignment compared to a canonical alignment of e ij .
In a canonical alignment the worst possible way of aligning two edge-strings is if there are 2s 0s matching gaps and four 1s matching 0s, this alignment has cost 2sµ 0,1 + 4µ 0,1 < 2s 2 . Therefore, the total cost of d(E, e ij ) can be at most D 2 = 2s 2 m less in a non-canonical alignment compared to any canonical alignment.
In a canonical alignment there are s 0s from the edge-string matching gaps in the template-strings. However, when the edge-string is aligned non-canonically there are more matches with gaps. For the two cases above we see that the first case requires that s additional 0s of the template-strings are matched with ELIAS gaps in e ij (the second requires at least b − s > s). Therefore, the cost of d(T , e ij ) increases by at least sµ 0,− b 2 in any non-canonical alignment. Since D 1 + D 2 < sµ 0,− b 2 it is better to align e ij canonically. A contradiction to the optimality of the non-canonical alignment.
STAR ALIGNMENT IS NP-HARD
Given a set of strings S Star Alignment is the problem of finding a string c (called a Steiner string) minimizing the sum of pairwise alignments between c and the strings in S, i.e., s∈S d(c, s). In this section, Star Alignment is proved NP-hard for all binary or larger alphabets under any metric. We use the symbols in Table 1 , and in addition to the metric properties, we assume w.l.o.g. that β ≤ γ and that 1 ≤ α, β. Moreover, we first treat the case when α < β + γ and then separately handle the case α = β + γ . From now on, we assume that α < β + γ .
The following lemma is essential to the construction. However, the proof is very simple and therefore left out. 
A reduction from Vertex Cover
Let G = (V , E) be the graph with n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. The reduction constructs a set of strings S such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between optimal Steiner strings and optimal vertex covers.
Define
In the construction in Figure 2 , there are three types of components; r base components, m selection components (one for each edge), and one ground component. As we will see shortly, there are enough base components to ensure that every optimal Steiner string has a canonical structure in which there are n vertex positions. The idea is that if the Steiner string has a 1 in the ith vertex position then v i is part of the vertex cover.
Base components.
There are r base components and each such component consists of one enforcer-string E = DDB n 1 DD and one ground-string G = DDB n 0 DD. The middle part of these strings is built up by n blocks and each block contains a vertex position padded by a string P ;
where P = 0 s 1 s 0 s . Moreover, each end of the enforcer-and ground-string is delimited by two delimiter strings D = 1 |B 0 |n . The enforcer-strings and ground-strings occur in large numbers and only differ in the vertex positions. Therefore, every optimal Steiner string is on the same form as E and G, i.e., form DD(B 1 |B 0 ) n DD. Such strings are referred to as base strings and their middle part as the cover string. The idea is that if the ith block is B 1 then this corresponds to the ith vertex being part of the cover.
The properties of base components are given in the following lemma, which is a consequence of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 in Section 3.2. 
Lemma 3.2 (Base components). (1) The only optimal alignment of an enforcer-string and a groundstring is the direct match, i.e., the alignment in which the ith symbol of E is aligned with the ith
symbol of G, thus d(E, G) = nα. (2) If d(E, x) + d(G, x) < d(E, G) + min(α, β, β + γ − α) then x is a base string.
Selection components. Each edge (v i , v j )
i or j is B 1 then d(E, x) + d(S ij , x) = d(E, S ij ). (3) If x is a base string in which both block i or j is B 0 then d(E, x) + d(S ij , x) ≥ d(E, S ij ) + 2α.
Correctness of the reduction.
We show that an optimal Steiner string corresponds to a minimum vertex cover, and vice versa. Proof. If the Steiner string is a base string corresponding to the cover V then the cost of the star alignment is
ELIAS which is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover, |V |. In particular, since there always is a vertex cover of size |V | = n − 1, there is an upper bound of the equation. First we show that every optimal Steiner string s * has to correspond to a cover.
(i) Assume that s * is not a base string. By Lemma 3.2 the cost of the base components is
Moreover, the cost of the selection components is at least m · d(E, S ij ). Since this is more than the upper limit of Equation (2) Since Equation (2) is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover, it is the case that the optimal Steiner string corresponds to a minimum vertex cover. Hence Star Alignment is NP-hard for the binary alphabet for all metrics where α < β + γ .
Technical lemmas for Star Alignment
Here the technical lemmas needed above are given. 2 Lemma 3.6. The only alignment of two base strings a and b with cost < hα+min(α, β, β +γ −α) = u is the direct match, where h is the hamming distance.
Proof. First we note that since delimiter strings only consist of 1s the delimiter strings of a and b are directly matched. Therefore, we disregard the delimiter strings in the rest of the proof. The second thing to note is that the direct match has cost hα ≤ nα and that s · min(α, β) ≥ (n + 1) max(α, γ ) ≥ (n + 1)α. Thus in any alignment of cost less than u there can not be s mismatches.
Let B x = 0 s 1 s 0 s x0 s 1 s 0 s and B y = 0 s 1 s 0 s y0 s 1 s 0 s be the ith block in a and b, respectively. If x = y and since there can not be more than s mismatches, the ith block has to contribute by at least α to the total cost of the alignment. In other words, the minimal alignment has cost hα. Moreover, since there is only one minimal way of aligning B x and B y every other alignment has an additional contribution of at least min(α, β, β + γ − α), i.e., either there is an additional substitution, insertion, or that a substitution is replaced by one insertion and one deletion. If x = y then the direct match has cost 0 and any other alignment has cost at least min(α, β, β + γ − α). 
Proof. The symbol in each position of x has to agree with the symbol in the same position of either a or b, i.e., x is a base string. If this was not the case then, by the triangle inequality, the alignments of (a, x) and (x, b) induce an alignment of (a, b), other than the direct match, of cost < u. According to Lemma 3.6 this is not possible.
Proof of Lemma 3.3.
A lower bound for the best possible alignment of any two strings is given by counting the number of symbols of each kind. In the current case, the enforcer-string E contains much more 1s and much less 0s then the selection string S ij . Therefore, in the best possible alignment
• all 0s from the enforcer string are matched with 0s from the selection string, • all 1s of the selection string are matched with 1s from the enforcer string, • and as many of the other symbols match (there should be no unnecessary gaps).
FIG. 3.
The two optimal alignments of an enforcer string and a selection string. In the proof of Lemma 3.3, it is shown that only if the base string x has B 1 in block i or
Both of the alignments in Figure 3 are on this form, i.e., alignments in which V i or V j are directly matched with B n 1 . It should be clear that there can not be any other alignments for which this is true. Therefore, d(E, S ij ) = 2|D|γ + (4ns + 2n − 2)α. Moreover, it should be clear that the only alignments of cost < d(E, S ij ) + 2α are alignments in which V i or V j are aligned in some manner with B n 1 . Using the same arguments as above (or for that matter Lemma 3.6), it can be proved that the direct match is the only optimal alignment of E with any base string x. Moreover, if block i (or equivalently j ) of x = DDCDD is B 1 then the alignment in which V i of S ij is directly matched with C is such that
d(E, x) + d(x, S ij ) = d(E, S ij ).
Consider the case when both block i and j of x are B 0 .
First note that the alignment in which C is directly matched with V i is such that d(E, x) + d(x, S ij ) = d(E, S ij ) + 2α, we show that this is optimal. Second note that the alignments of E with x and x with S ij induce an alignment of E with S ij . Moreover, due to the triangle inequality the induced alignment has cost ≤ d(E, x) + d(x, S ij ).
As was noted above, the only alignments of E and S ij of cost < d(E, S ij ) + 2α are alignments in which one of the vertex strings are aligned with B n 1 . Therefore, the alignment of x with S ij has to be of the same kind, i.e., either V i or V j is aligned with C; otherwise the induced alignment would have cost > d(E, S ij ) + 2α. In the proof of Lemma 3.6 it was shown that the only optimal alignments of the string C with V i or V j is such that associated blocks are aligned optimally. Hence, if both block i and j of x are
Star Alignment is NP-hard when α = β + γ
The problem that occurs when α = β + γ is that one substitution can be explained by one insertion and one deletion. As a result, the base components can not force the optimal Steiner string to be a base string. Instead the base components can only guarantee that any optimal Steiner string is a base string in which each block is either B 1 , B 0 , P P , P 10P , and P 01P , i.e., they are on the form DD(B 1 |B 0 |P P |P 10P |P 01P ) n DD. We refer to such strings as semi-base string.
To handle this new situation we need to reformulate the lemmas for the three types of components (Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4) such that semi-base strings are taken into consideration. This also requires that Lemma 3.6 is reformulated. Fortunately, it is a rather simple matter to modify all the previous proofs and therefore to avoid repetition the lemmas are stated as observations. G, and a semi-base string, x, is d(G, x) = z 1 α + z 2 β + z 3 γ , where z 1 is the number of B 1 blocks, z 2 P P blocks, z 3 blocks P 10P or P 01P , in x.
Observation 3.1 (cont. Lemma 3.6). The only alignments of two semi-base strings a and b with cost < d(a, b) + β are alignments in which each block of a is aligned optimally with the associated block in b.
Observation 3.2 (Base components cont. Lemma 3.2). (1) An optimal alignment of an enforcer string and a ground string has cost d(E, G) = nα. (2) If x is a string such that
We are ready to prove hardness for the case when α = β + γ . Proof. The construction is as in Theorem 3.5 except for the number of base components which is r = n α β . As in the previous proof we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between optimal Steiner strings and minimum vertex covers.
If the Steiner string is a base string corresponding to the cover V then the cost of the star alignment is
which is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover, |V |. In particular, since there always is a vertex cover of size |V | = n − 1 there is an upper bound of the equation. We show that every optimal Steiner string s * has to correspond to a cover.
(i) Assume that s * is not a semi base string. By Observation 3.2 the cost of the base components is
Moreover, the cost of the selection components is at least m · d(E, S ij ). Since this is more than the upper limit of Equation (3) s * can not be optimal. (ii) Assume for some edge (v i , v j ) that s * has B 1 in neither block i nor j . Then block i of s * is on either of the forms B 0 , P P , P 10P , or P 01P . By Observations 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the ith block can be exchanged for B 1 and thus the alignment is improved by at least β. (iii) s * is a base string. If s * has a block on form P P , P 01P , or P 10P , then exchanging that block for a B 0 decreases the contribution of the ground component and leaves the contribution of the other components unchanged.
Since Equation (3) is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover it is the case that each optimal Steiner string corresponds to a minimum vertex cover. Hence Star Alignment is NP-hard for all metrics where α = β + γ .
All metrics over binary or larger alphabets
Theorems 3.5 and 3.8 say that Star Alignment is NP-hard for all metrics over the binary alphabet. However, due to the triangle inequality the reduction trivially also works for larger alphabets. Thus we have the following comprehensive result. 
TREE ALIGNMENT IS NP-HARD
A full labeling of a tree is a function assigning strings to all vertices of the tree. Similarly a leaf labeling is a function assigning labels to the leafs. The length of an edge (u, v) in a labeled tree is the cost of the minimal pairwise alignment of the labels at u and v. Tree Alignment 3 is the problem of finding a minimal cost full labeling of a leaf labeled tree.
The hardness proof is very similar to that of Star Alignment. We only need two additional lemmas for handeling the structure of a tree. As with Star Alignment we first assume that α < β + γ and thereafter handle the case α = β + γ .
A reduction from
Vertex Cover. Let G be a graph with n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. The reduction constructs the leaf labeled tree in Figure 4 with 2m + 2r(2m − 1) + 1 leafs, where r is as in Equation (1). The tree is centered around a long back-bone onto which subtrees are attached. As in the figure, each edge (v i , v j ) in the graph is represented by a subtree (or a branch) attached to the back-bone with one selection component, the strings E and S ij , and r base components, the strings E and G. Thus there are m such branches attached to the back-bone. In between these branches there r base components and there is also a ground component attached to the bottom of the back-bone. Altogether there are m selection components (E, S ij ), r(2m − 1) base components (E, G), and one ground component G.
According to Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 there is a full labeling of the tree with one single base string describing a vertex cover V with cost
We show that there always is an optimal labeling as above. Therefore, since the equation is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover x corresponds to a minimum cover.
Theorem 4.1. Tree Alignment is NP-hard for all metrics where α < β + γ .
Proof. The proof is in two steps. First, we show that internal nodes are labeled by base strings in any optimal labeling. Second, we show that there is an optimal labeling describing a minimum cover. Every Label Is a Base String. Throughout the tree there are (2m − 1) groups of r base components each. In these groups the base components are attached next to each other on a path as can be seen in Figure 5A . According to Lemma 3.2, if a vertex incident (e.g., vertex c in the figure) to a base component is not labeled with a base string, then the cost of the base component is at least d(E, G)+min(α, β, β +γ −α). Since there are r base components in each group at least one of the vertices has to be labeled by a base string. Otherwise the cost of the labeling is
which is worse than the labeling with one single base string describing a vertex cover of n − 1 vertices.
Let the vertices a, b, c, and b , in Figure 5A be labeled with the strings s a , s b , s c , and s b , respectively. Knowing that at least one of the vertices incident to the components is labeled by a base string we show that all of them must be base strings. If s c is a base string and s b is not then by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 if s b and s b are exchanged for s c the cost of the alignment is improved. Inductively, this implies that all vertices incident to base components are base strings.
It remains to show that the vertices connecting the branches and the vertices connected with the leafs of a selection component are labeled with base strings, i.e., the vertices in Figure 5B ,C. This is shown in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 below.
One Single Label Describing a Cover. Given an optimal labeling in which all labels are base strings we construct a new base string x in which ∀i ∈ [1, n] if the ith block is B 1 in any of the labels then the ith block in x is also B 1 . According to the lemmas for Star Alignment the labeling in which all vertices are labeled with x is also optimal:
• base strings are aligned symbol by symbol (Lemma 3.6), • triangle inequality holds for symbols, • and only the cost at the ground component is effected by B 1 blocks.
Moreover, by Lemma 4.3, for each selection string S ij the ith or j th block of x is B 1 . Consequently, since Equation (4) is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover, x corresponds to a minimum cover. 
Also any x satisfying the equations is a base string.
Proof. The equations hold if every symbol of x is the majority choice in each position. For example, if the ith symbol of at least two of the strings is 1 then the ith symbol of x is 1. Moreover, by Lemma 3.7, it is indeed the case that x is a base string. Figure 5C ) the following equations only hold for a base string x in which block i or j is
Lemma 4.3 (Selection component). For an enforcer string E, a selection string S ij , and a base string s (
Proof. Everything follows from Lemma 3.3.
Tree Alignment is NP-hard when
The special case when α = β + γ becomes easier when using the base component depicted in Figure 6 . The strings denoted by M x are on the form DD (P xP ) n DD. We first show some simple properties for these strings and then show the equivalent of Lemma 3.2 for the new component. Proof. Both properties follow from Observation 3.1, Lemma 3.1, and the fact that M − only contains blocks P P and M 01 blocks P 01P .
The function of the base component in Figure 6 is that any optimal labeling of it requires a semi-base string at the root in which all blocks are B 0 , B 1 , or P -P , i.e., DD (P (0|1|-)P ) n DD. We refer to such strings as space-base strings. The properties of the new component are summarized in the following lemma. 
ELIAS
Proof. By Observation 3.1 and Lemma 4.4, if every internal vertex is labeled by the same space-base string then the cost of the labeling is
which obviously also is the minimum. By the same lemmas, it is also easy to see that the second property only holds if all internal vertices are labeled with the same space-base string. Since if two internal vertices have different labels then the cost of the labeling is more than the lower-bound above.
Contrary to the base component when α < β + γ the new situation allows for base strings in which blocks are P P . Therefore we need to modify Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, to handle space-base strings.
Lemma 4.6 (α = β + γ ). Let s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 , be three space-base strings. Then there is a space-base string x for which
Moreover, the three statements are only satisfied if x is a space-base string.
Proof. By Observation 3.1 in optimal alignments of semi-base strings associated blocks are aligned. Because of this and the triangle inequality (Lemma 3.1), the three equations only hold for space-base strings. Moreover, such a space-base string x can be constructed by for each block in x choose the majority vote of the three strings. For example, if block i is B 1 in at least two of the three strings then block i of x is set to B 1 . If a majority does not exist, i.e., there is one B 1 , one B 0 , and one P P , then that block in x is set to P P .
Lemma 4.7 (Selection component α = β + γ ). For an enforcer string E, a selection string S ij , and a space-base string s the following equations only hold for a space-base string x in which block
Proof. By Observation 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, since each block of E is B 1 and since s is a space-base string x has to be a semi-base string. Knowing that x is a semi-base string we note that each block of x is aligned with a block in S ij (by Observation 3.3). Thus each block of x is aligned with a B 1 block from E, a B 0 , B 1 or P P block from s, and a B 0 or a B 1 block from S ij . Therefore, by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, each block of x is either B 0 , B 1 , or P P , and either block i or j is B 1 .
Theorem 4.8. Tree Alignment is NP-hard for all metrics where α
Proof. The only other difference, compared to the case when α < β + γ , in the construction is that r = n α β . Otherwise the proof is almost identical to that when α < β + γ . The proof is in two steps. First, we show that internal nodes are labeled by space-base strings in any optimal labeling. Second, we show that there is an optimal labeling with one single base string describing a minimum cover.
Every Label Is a Space-Base String. Using the same arguments as in Theorem 4.1 but instead relaying on the lemma for the new base component (Lemma 4.6) and the lemma about space-base strings (Lemma 4.7) we see that all labels in an optimal labeling are space-base strings.
One Single Label Describing a Cover. Given an optimal labeling in which all labels are space-base strings we construct a new base string x in which ∀i ∈ [1, n] if the ith block is B 1 in any of the labels then the ith block in x is also B 1 and all other blocks are set to B 0 . According to the lemmas for Star Alignment the labeling in which all vertices are labeled with x is also optimal:
• semi-base strings are aligned block by block (Observation 3.1), • triangle inequality holds for strings (Lemma 3.1), • and only the cost at the ground component is effected by B 1 blocks.
Moreover, by Lemma 4.7, for each selection string S ij the ith or j th block of x is B 1 . Consequently, since Equation (4) is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover, x corresponds to a minimum cover.
All metrics over binary or larger alphabets
As for Star Alignment, Theorems 4.1 and 4.8 result in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.9. Tree Alignment is NP-hard for all metrics over binary or larger alphabets.
CONSENSUS PATTERNS AND SUBSTRING PARSIMONY ARE NP-HARD
Consensus Patterns and Substring Parsimony are natural formalizations of the problem of finding the most conserved region in a star and a phylogeny. While our NP-hardness result for Substring Parsimony is new, Consensus Patterns has earlier been proved NP-hard by Blanchette et al. (2002) and Akutsu (1998) 
Consensus Patterns
Given a set of strings S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } and a number k. Consensus Patterns is the problem of finding a string c of length k and substrings t i of s i of length k such that the the sum of Hamming distances is minimized,
Theorem 5.1. Consensus Patterns is NP-hard.
Proof. The reduction is from Vertex Cover. Let n and m denote the number of vertices and edges, respectively, then the Consensus Patterns instance has the following strings (for details, see Table 2 ): (1) for each edge (v i , v j ) there is a selection string S ij , (2) there are m identical enforcer strings E, (3) there is one ground string G. Altogether there are 2m + 1 strings and the length of the substrings is chosen to be k = |E| = |G| = 4n 2 m + n.
As we will see shortly, there is a one-to-one correspondance between the optimal patterns and the minimum vertex covers. Each optimal pattern is a base string DXD, where X is of length n and a 1 in position i corresponds to the ith vertex being part in a minimum vertex cover. Note that if X represents a cover V then the cost of the pattern DXD is m(n − |V |) 
This is strictly decreasing with the size of the cover |V | and no more than m(n − 1) + n. (G, s) . If s is not DV i D or DV j D (i.e., the prefix or the suffix), then the delimiter strings of G and s are unaligned and d H (G, s) ≥ 4nm − 2. This is more than m(n − 1) + n and therefore not optimal. Thus, all selected substrings are base strings and hence also any optimal consensus pattern c * .
Any Optimal Pattern DXD Corresponds to a Vertex Cover. Out of the 2m + 1 strings m are enforcer strings therefore if a substring DV i D is selected from a selection component then, by majority vote, X also has a 1 in position i. Thus X must correspond to a cover. Moreover, since (6) is strictly decreasing in the size of |V |, we have shown that the optimal pattern corresponds to a minimum vertex cover, and vice versa.
Substring Parsimony
For a leaf labeled tree of bounded degree and a number k, a k-substring labeling is a full labeling of the tree such that all internal vertices are labeled with strings of length k and each leaf with a substring of length k of the original leaf label. Substring Parsimony is the problem of finding such a labeling of minimum cost. The cost of the labeling is the sum of all edge lengths, where the length of an edge is the Hamming distance of the two labels.
Theorem 5.2. Substring Parsimony is NP-hard for binary trees.
Proof. As Figure 7 indicates, the binary tree in the Substring Parsimony instance consists of a "grounded back-bone" with m branches; one for each edge in the Vertex Cover instance. Each branch has one enforcer string and one selection string corresponding to an edge in the Vertex Cover instance. Altogether there are a total of 2m + 1 leafs in the tree and the length of the substrings is chosen to be k = |E| = |G| = 4n 2 m + n.
We show that there is an optimal labeling with one single string DXD which corresponds to a minimum vertex cover. Note that if the substring X corresponds to a vertex cover V then the cost of the labeling is as in Equation (6).
Optimal Labels Are Base Strings. By the arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1, in an optimal labeling all vertices connecting leafs with an enforcer-string and a selection string are labeled with base strings. Moreover, since every optimal labeling has to be a most parsimonious solution all vertices on the back-bone are also labeled with base strings.
One Single Label Describing a Cover. Consider the labels of any optimal labeling and then construct a new base string DXD by setting position i of X to 1 if any of the labels has a 1 in the same position. Let all other positions in X be 0. Due to the triangle inequality the cost of the labeling with DXD is optimal. Moreover, the string X has to describe a vertex cover since a vertex connected to a leaf with a selection string S ij has a label with a 1 in either position i or j of X. Consequently, since Equation (6) is strictly decreasing in the size of the cover Substring Parsimony is NP-hard. Without him this paper would not have been written. Moreover, I would like to thank an anonymous referee of an earlier version of this paper for many valuable comments.
